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ABSTRACT

Three phase AC drives controlling cage induction motors have become widely
accepted in industry, but one extant problem with this technology is that of
increased acoustic noise emitted from the driven motor.

This Thesis addresses the problem of the acoustic noise emitted from motors driven
from voltage sourced PWM inverters and proposes a technique - Spread Spectrum
Switching - for minimizing its effects. In the course of the work many other issues
associated with real-time microprocessor-based PWM have also been advanced:
' efficient microprocessor based PwM wavefom generation,
o hamonic analysis of generalized PWM waveforms,
' compensation for the effects of power switch timing delays, and
o compensation for the finite resolution of timers.
The Thesis uses a variety of computational and analytical methods, backed by
experimental observations, to quantify the improvement gained in each of these
areas.

Spread spectrum switching is a technique for eliminating the characteristically
tonal structure of the acoustic noise emitted from a PWM inverter driven motor.
Similar to the concept of spread spectrum communications, spread spectrum
switching involves pseudo-randomly varying the instantaneous PWM switching
frequency so that the enerry of any PWM switching harmonics is dispersed over a
wide bandwidth. This energ'y dispersion effectively eliminates any tonal
components from the resultant motor acoustic noise while leaving the overall sound
level largely unchanged; spread spectrum switching provides a significant
qualitative yet minimal quantitative noise reduction.
The PWM generation paradigm used in this Thesis is the recently reported Space
Vector Modulation. A novel algorithm for misrsprocessor based space vector pWM
generation is proposed, providing a basis for fast, efficient generation, even when
overmodulating - a situation where many algorithms operate significantly more
slowly. Furthermore, it is shown that the space vector method inherently
generates a near optimum - in terms of motor harmonic loss - PWM waveform.
However, when physically realized on a practical inverter such ideal PWM
waveform.s are corrupted by timing errors associated with both the inverter's power
switches, predominantly the lockout time, and the finite resolution of hardware

timers.

Resolution corrected modulation is proposed for overcoming the problem
of finite timer resolution and involves the use of integral feedback to account for any
errors between ideal and physically realizable PWM switching times. This
technique effectively provides 4 to 5 bits of added resolution to a given timer,
allowing accurate waveform generation at low sinewave amplitudes and high
switching frequencies using readily available, often microprocessor based, timers.
Lockout times cause inverter output voltage errors, with consequent cunent zero
crossing distortion, and a strategy for alleviating this problem is proposed and
implemented in both a triangulation and space vector modulator.

Two harmonic analysis techniques are proposed for analyzing PWM waveforms.
The first technique is suitable for the analysis of regularly sampled PWM
waveforms and has been used here to obtain closed form expressions for the
harmonics of both space vector and asymmetrical triangulation PWM. These
expressions show that PWM harmonics occur as a series of "combs" centered on
multiples of the switching frequency. A second technique - the Directional
Rotational Transform - is proposed for numerical analysis of general PWM
waveforms. This technique uses an equivalent space vector representation of the
PWM waveform, yielding the magnitude, phase and sequence (positive or negative)
of the harmonics, and is useful in situations where each of the three phase
waveforms is different, as in these cases Fourier Transform analysis of a single
phase or line voltage only approximates the harmonics actually seen by the motor.
The spectra generated using both these techniques compare favourably with those
measured experimentally and, for s5rnchronous PWM, those evaluated from
Fourier Transforms.

The culmination of modulation techniques presented in this Thesis yields a
microprocessor based AC inverter drive featuring low acoustic noise emission at
but a few kiloHertz switching rates and accurate PWM waveform generation using
a single chip, low cost, micro-controller.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

l.lAC hrverter Drives: A Perspective
7.1.1 AC

Inuerter Driaes: ADefinition

An AC inverter drive is simply a 'black box' of power electronic circuitry which
translates electrical power from an input utility supply of fixed voltage and
frequency to a variable voltage and variable frequency AC output. The majority of
AC inverter drives employ a double power conversion configuration, as illustrated
in figure 1.1, incorporating an interrnediate 'DC link'forrred by an initial AC to DC
'rectifi'cation' stage. In the case of voltage sourced drives the DC link is
filtered to
form a smooth DC voltage source from which the desired AC output voltage
waveforms are synthesized by a frnal DC to AC 'inversion' stage. A common

application of AC inverter drives is the control of cage induction motors (CIM)
where the inverter drive is used to generate an AC voltage waveform of an
appropriate magnitude and frequency to match the motor's speed.-torque
characteristic to that of the connected mechanical load, resulting in improved
process control and efficiency.

v
f
30

Fig

7.7: BI,Nk diagram of an AC Inverter Driue Systern.

While there are many variations of AC drives, figure 1.2 illustrates a tlpical voltage
sourced confrguration as used in this Thesis. Consistent with figure 1.1, power
flow in figure 1.2 occurs from left to right with a 3Q rectifier chargrng a DC bus
capacitor whose voltage is "chopped up" using a pulse width modulation (pWM)
technique to synthesize the desired g0 AC output.
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In AC inverter drives PWM is the predominant inversion technique as it provides
both output waveform magnitude and frequency control in a single power stage, and
is easily applicable over the wide power range (kW to IVIW) spanned by AC motors.
PWM in this context is defined as a process whereby an analog quantity, voltage in
this case, is supplied in pulses of constant a-plitude but varying pulse width. The
microcontroller module shown in figure 1.2 performs all the tasks associated with
defining the transistor/IGBT switching instants, monitoring the inverter's status,
and controlling the connected motor, while also providing cotnttrunication to either
an on-board user interface or a remote computer terminal, thus allowing an array
of control and diagnostic functions.
1.1.2 AC

Inaerter Drives: Their Niche

AC inverter drives provide the necessary electrical outputs required to drive a
contmon "off the shelf induction motor from zero speed to speeds well above the
rated speed of the motor. This speed control feature typically operates in
conjunction with sophisticated motor torque control algorithms to produce a motor
"characteristic" which can be matched to the driven load. Typical variable speed
drive applications include fan and pumping installations in which either "variable"
or "other than rated" flow rates are required; or in applications requiring strictly
defrned acceleration/deceleration rates and torque loadings, such as winders and

crane drives. In these cases the application of variable speed drives produces
rewards in terms of improvements in process control and production effrciency
[1,2,3]. Additionally, modern microprocessor controlled "intelligent" drives with
inherent capabilities of measuring (or determining) instantaneous shaft speeds and
load torques allow the drive's diagnostic features to provide intelligent (sometimes
inferential) measurements directly related to the process being controlled [4].
The arena of medium to high power variable speed drives (up to -500kW) is split
between DC drives and AC drives. DC motor drives have traditionally dominated
AC motor drives due to their relatively simple power electronic requirements and
separate freld and armature windings, which provide independent (orthogonal)
control over both the motor flux and torque respectively, resulting in high
performance dynamic responses. Unfortunately however, the mechanical
commutator present in a conventional DC motor requires regular maintenance and
precludes its use in dusty or explosive atmospheres. In contrast, AC cage
induction motors feature a deceptively simple construction, the ruggedness and
reliability of which has made it the workhorse of industry in fixed speed
applications. The main drawback of AC inverter drives is the complexity of the 3g
inverter stage compared to the DC-DC converter stage required in a comparable DC
drive. In addition, AC induction motor control is more difficult since the motor
stator current is composed of cross-coupled components of the motor's flux and
torque producing currents. Despite these disadvantages, cost-competitive, AC
inverter drives are readily available "off the shelf'and are rapidly becoming the
preferred technology in variable speed applications, with a current annual growth
rate of t3-14%o against 3-4Vo for DC drives [5]. This growth in the AC drive market
means that AC drives will be the dominant drive technologT for new applications
after -1992, although the larger installed base of DC drives will ensure their
prevalence for some years [6].
7.1.3 AC Inaerter Driaes: InaersionAspeets

The 'inversion' process, involving the transformation of electrical power from a DC
voltage source to an AC PWM voltage waveform, together with some of its many
intricacies forms the focal point of this Thesis.

Figure 1.3 illustrates a set of tlpical 30 PWM phase and line voltages, generated
from an inverter such as that shown in figure L.2, in which the desired
fundamental frequency wavefom.s are shown dotted. Fourier analysis of any one
of these PWM voltage waveforms produces the spectrum shown in figure 1.4,
3

comprising a fundamental frequency component plus higher frequency switching
harmonics. Ideally, the fundamental component determines the steady state
behaviour of the driven CIM while the remaining switching harmonics are filtered
out by the inductive impedance of the CIM. In practice, however, these unwanted.
switching harmonics contribute additional motor harmonic loss, shaft torque
pulsations and other deleterious effects.
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L2 Tbends

in 30 AC.Drives

Variable speed electric motor drives have existed in various forms for many decades
and a number of other authors t7-121have produced comprehensive reviews of their
history. The most pertinent factor arising from such a review is that the evolution
of the modern 30 AC drive is largely technolory driven, and consequently in some
cases is technology limited. The two predominant technology trends in the inverter
drive arena are the development of improved power semiconductor switching
devices and improved controllers (modulators).
72.7 Pouter &mieonductor Switeh Deaelopnent

The commercial introduction of the Silicon Controlled Rectifier by General Electric
Company in 1958 [9] initiated explosive growth in the field of power semiconductor
devices. The SCR with its gate controlled "turn-on" provided a low-cost, robust,
alternative to glass valve devices, however it also required that the conducted
current be reduced to zero using either natural or forced cornmutation in order to
"turn it off'. Consequently, early force commutated SCR inverter drives had tlryical
maximum switching frequencies of only the order of 400H2 t13l due to the
limitations imposed by the commutation power loss and commutation reset time.
The emergence of the power Bipolar Junction Transistor (&IT) in the late 19?0's and
its continued development has opened a new dimension in power flow control by
providing fast intrinsic turn-off capability. Currently BJTs are available in 1200V @
400A modules with turn-off times of a few microseconds.
Since the initial inventions of both the SCR and power bipolar transistor, further
research and development has produced a prolific amay of power semiconductor
switching devices, each applicable to a particular power and switching frequency
range. The prevalent power semiconductor devices currently used in AC drives are
tabulated by relative device power rating in table 1.1.

While research into improving the (frequency x power capacity) product of these
devices and others continues, the area of "smart power" devices has recently gained
momentum. In such circuits the power and control circuits are integrated onto the
same chp, permitting size and cost reductions while allowing additional functions

such as over-temperature and over-cur"ent protection to be included within the
power switching package [5,9].

5

Power Rating

Device

MOSFET
IGBT
Power BJT
GTO
Table 7.7:

7

Max Switching Frequency

< few kW
tens of kW
tens to hundreds of kW
< few IVIW

0.5-1OMHz
ZOkTIz

1-6kIIz
few hundred Hz

Typical power and rnaximurn switching frequency lirnits for power
semiconductor d.euices in comrnon usa,ge.

2.2 ContrcIler Deuelopmcnt

The development of inverter controllers (modulators) has paralleled the rapid
development of the power semiconductor switching devices they control. The
introduction of the power transistor prompted the development of more complex
controllers capable of fully utilizing the switching device's speed. Initial analog
based controllers generated PWM waveforms using the "naturally sampled
triangulation" technique in which the PWM switching points are defined by the
point-on-wave intersections of a reference (sine) wave and a high frequency carrier
(triangle) wavefom. Although the triangulation technique is particularly suitable
for analogue implementation, in practice the generation of balanced 3Q PWM over a
wide voltage and frequency range is hard to achieve due to offset and tolerance
errors present in analogue components. With the advent of digital - rnicroprocessor
based - controllers the problems of phase imbalance were easily overcome so that the
main problem became the real-time generation of suffrciently accurate PWM
waveforms. Analogue controllers were superseded by early digital modulators
which used "table lookup" techniques to realize pre-programmed PWM waveforms.
The advent of 8-bit microprocessors allowed the development of digital modulators
producing PWM waveforms in real-time, thereby effectively providing a continuous

spectrum of waveforms while reducing the amount of hardware involved.
Ilowever, as real-time PWM waveform generation is computationally demanding, it
is usually the controller which limits the inverter's upper switching frequency
rather than the power switching device itself. Currently, signal processors and
powerful 16-bit micro-controllers are becoming more readily available, prornising
real-time wavefom generation up to even ultrasonic frequencies.
1.2.3

Rcal-time Mictnptrocessor Bosed PWM Ngorithms

While advances made in controller hardware have contributed significantly to the
realization of real-time microprocessor based PWM generation, so to have the

advances made

in PWM computation algorithms. Early digital

modulators

"carried over" the concepts of the triangulation technique to microprocessor
implementations. However, a numerical solution for the PWM switching points
using the naturally sampled technique involves the solution of a transcendental

point' a real-time impossibility - and so the concept of a "regularly
sampled" reference waveform was introduced, allowing simple algebraic
equation for each

evaluation of the switching points [14].
Space vector modulation (SVM) is a recently reported [1b-12] vectorially based pWM

generation

technique.

to the traditional regularly sampled

Compared

as5mmetrical triangulation technique, SVM offers the advantages of both being
particularly suited to microprocessor implementation and also producing near
optimum - in terms of harmonic motor loss - PWM waveforms. Current state-ofthe-art digital inverter drives employing advanced signal processing
microprocessors [18] implementing SVM with IGBT power switches promise realtime generation of 3g PwM waveforms up to even ultrasonic (20kHz) switching
rates. The attraction of relatively high PWM switching rates is that they minimize
the interference from unwanted modulation (switchrg) harmonics on the desired
fundamental component, while real-time modulators provide flexible and almost
instantaneous control over both the magnitude and phase of the voltage applied to
the motor, as required in more complex motor control strategies.
13 Acoustic Noise sounces in variable

SH

flrives

Acoustic noise emitted from a DC or AC motor supplied from "hamonically free"
DC or 30 AC waveforms respectively can be classified as either bearing, fan or
electromagnetic noise [19-21]. Bearing noise results from imperfections in the
mechanical components of the bearing, while fan noise mainly consists of discrete
frequency components caused by periodic pressure disturbances due to rotating
components such as fan blades and stationary objects in the air stream.
Electromagnetic noise is produced when motor harmonic currents interact with the
motor flux (predorninantly the fundamental) to produce deleterious high frequency
torque pulsations leading to the generation of acoustic noise. In the case of a motor
supplied from "harmonically free" waveforms, current and flux harmonics still
arise due to the physical (construction) imperfections in the motor such as:
o rotor and stator slotting effects,
. brush and commutator transitions,
o eccentricity and asymmetries in the rotor and stator,

7

o magnetic saturation, teeth effects and the like.

As discussed previously, variable speed drives typically use PWM techniques to
generate the desired motor voltage waveforms and the rich harmonic content of
these PWM waveforms significantly increases the acoustic noise emitted by the
motor. For example, consider the acoustic noise spectra shown in figure 1.5
obtained when running an unloaded DC motor, (A.1)1 , at 50Vo of rated speed from
(a) an essentially "harmonically free" DC supply and (b) a PWM DC supply voltage
of equivalent average value. In trace (a) of this figure the fan, slotting, commutator
and other noise sources (50H2 and 100H2 mains "hum") are predominant, while in
trace (b) these effects are dominated by the additional electromagnetic noise
produced from switching harmonics (1kHz switching rate) of the DC PWM
"chopper" f22). Experimentally measured sound pressure levels show an increase
from 67 dBA for trace (a) to 86 dBA for trace (b). Furthermore, the additional PWM
voltage harmonics occur at discrete frequencies, and if any of these harmonic

frequencies coincides with a natural frequency of either the motor or its
environment then the acoustic noise at that frequency will be greatly accentuated.
Thus the significant features of figure 1.5, tlryical of alt PWM inverter driven motors
(DC or AC), is that firstly the rich harmonic content of PWM waveforms
significantly increases the audible noise, increasing the sound pressure level, and
secondly, the PWM switching harmonics appear as tonal components in the
acoustic noise emitted from the driven motor.
L4 Psyctroacoustic Variabtes in the Inverter

fhive Noise Pnoblem

One often overlooked aspect of the additional acoustic noise emitted due to the PWM
harmonics is that being tonal in nature, as shown in figure 1.5(b), it dramatically
increases the perceived annoyance of the noise. Kryter 123,241has observed that

perceived annoyance is greater for sounds that contain some relatively intense
tones, or energy in very narrow frequency bands, than for broadband sounds ofthe
same energy.

1. The three motors used in this firesis are denoted as (A.1), (A2) and (A3) corresponding to the
respective Appendices listing the motor's nameplate, physical construction and equivalent circuit
parameters.
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A further factor which accentuates the inverter drive acoustic noise problem is that
the additional electromagnetic noise emitted from the motor typically occurs in the
region of greatest sensitivity of the human ear. For example, figure 1.6 {from ref
t25l) shows a plot of pe_rceived "noisiness/annoyance" obtained by presenting
subjects vrith individual I octave bands of sound frequencies (shown as small
horizontal bars), the intensity of which could be adjusted until it sounded as noisy
(annoying) as the octave band centered on lkHz. In this plot "noisiness" is defined
i
as 'the subjective impression of unwantedness of a not unexpected sound', while the
superimposed A-weighting scale (dotted) corresponds to an equi-loudness contour
for a normal human listener. The current generation of commercially available
power semiconductor switching devices used in inverter drives typically have
switching frequencies in the range of 1 to 6kHz which, as illustrated in figure 1.6,
coincides with the region of maximum perceived noisiness and loudness.

It

can be seen that the problem of inverter drive acoustic noise is separable into two
problems, the first being noise annoyance and the second being noise loudness. The

loudness of a noise can be quantitatively measured using a sound pressure level
meter with an appropriate weighting function (e.g. A-weighting). However, a
quantitative measurement of noise annoyance/noisiness is difficult as "annoyance"
itself is a subjective quantity (or quality ?). Various researchers in the
psychoacoustic field have proposed a number of experimentally based annoyance
assessment measures and the common theme present in their results is an
increase in subjective noise annoyance when narrow bandwidth (tonal) components
are presentl2S-28).
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Fig 7.6: Relatiue frequency weighting for perceiued noisiness (solid,) and A-weighting (equiloudness, dotted). {Tahen from [25])
Perhaps the si'rrplest annoyance measure is that proposed in AS2107 126) in which
the presence of audible discrete tones or narrow band signals within the ambient
sound level of a building interior is compensated for in an A-weighted sound
pressure level measurement by adding a +5 dBA correction term.

l5

Thesis Outline

This Thesis is based around research into the inversion stage of a real-time
microprocessor controlled, transistorized, DC link, AC inverter using PWM
techniques. Within this somewhat broad framework particular emphasis is given
to:

.

space vector modulated PWM waveforms,
o tlre acoustic noise produced by inverter driven motors and how

r

its effects can

be minimized,

realization of ideal PWM waveforms on typical inverter hardware and
overcoming the deleterious effects of transistor lockout delays, timer
resolution limitations and the like.

Initially Chapter 2 presents a review of four common PWM generation techniques
used in AC inverter drives, and evaluates these techniques on the basis of ease of
real-time implementation and harmonic motor
10

loss.

The most comynon real-time

PWM generation technique used in AC drives is the regularly sampled
asymmetrical triangulation technique, although other hysteretic and "optirnized"
strategies are more suitable in specific applications.
Chapter 3 presents an engineering review of the space vector PWM generation
technique and shows that space vector modulation is essentially equivalent to the
regularly sampled triangulation technique, provided a reference waveform with
added third harmonic "triangle" wave distortion is used. The space vector
technique however has the advantage that it is both amenable to microprocessor
implementation and it also produces near optimum PWM waveforms. Chapter B
also addresses the problems associated $'ith inverter lockout (deadtime) delays and
proposes a strategy to compensate for the associated PWM waveform degradation.
This compensation stratery is evaluated on a practical inverter using both the
triangulation and space vector modulation techniques.

Insight into the effectiveness of a PWM modulation stratery can be obtained from
examination of the harmonic structure of the resultant PWM waveform; which
shows the presence (or absence) of deleterious low frequency (Eth, Zth, ..) and subharmonic components and allows quantitative comparisons of different PWM
waveforms via harmonically weighted "loss factors". Direct harmonic analysis of
PWM waveforms is difficult, if not impossible, due to their discontinuous nature,
but Chapter 4 details a novel technique of decomposing a general PMvI waveform
into a set of constituent waveforms, each featuring either mirror symmetry or its
inverse, for which the harmonics can be determined in closed form. Summing the
harmonics of these constituent waveforms yields an analytical expression for the
harmonics of the complete (space vector) pWM waveform
Chapter 5 details a general numerical harmonic analysis technique, denoted here
as the Directional Rotational Transform (DRT), which evaluates the harmonics of a
30 PWM waveform using a space (park) vector equivalent representation of the
waveform. In synchronous PWM modulation techniques the PWM phase voltage
harmonics are equivalent to those of the instantaneous Park vector formed from all
three phases acting contemporaneously. In asynchronous or hysteretic
modulators, however, each of the three phase PWM waveforms are different. In
such cases evaluation of the Park voltage vector's harmonics, as performed by the
DRT, is required to determine the harmonics actually seen by the driven motor.
Additionally, the DRT inherently provides the sequence (positive or negative) of the
harmonics.
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The typical spectmm of an AC PWM wavefom produced by an inverter consists of a
series of harmonic "combs" centered on multiples of the PWM switching frequency.
The presence of these harmonics in the motor terminal voltage consequently
produces motor flux and current harmonics with a similar harmonic structure,
and also results in the acoustic noise emitted from the motor being characterizedby
this same tonal harmonic spectra. Chapter 6 reviews a number of techniques
currently used to minimize the acoustic noise emitted from an inverter driven
motor. This Chapter only considers fixed period PWM strategies, which produce
voltage and acoustic spectra characterized by the presence of discrete (tonal)
components.

Chapter 7 presents a novel technique for eliminating the tonal structure of an
(originally fixed period) pulse width modulator by pseudo-randomly varying the
instantaneous PWM switching frequency from one PWM cycle to the next. This
technique, denoted here as Spread Spectrum Switching (SSS), results in a
significant reduction in the perceived annoyance associated with the acoustic noise
emitted from an inverter driven motor as the original predominantly tonal
spectrum has been replaced with an atonal one. The major advantage of spread
spectrum switching is that it is easily implemented using currently available power
switching devices with switching rates in the order of a few kiloHertz.
An alternative noise reduction strategy is to increase the PWM switching frequenry
to ultrasonic (-20kHz) levels so that the PWM switching harmonics are inaudible.
At these switching rates the PWM periods are small and accurate realization of the
waveforms using digital timers is hard to achieve, often resulting in degradation of
the generated PWM waveform due to timing inaccuracies. Chapter 8 details a new
technique, denoted here as Resolution Corrected Modulation (RCM), in which
integral vector feedback is applied to the round-off errors between the ideal and
physically realizable PWM times. Simulation and experimental measurements
show that the RCM technique provides the order of 4 to 5 added bits of resolution to a
given timer, resulting in a signifrcant improvement in the realization of PWM
waveforms.

Finally, chapter 9 presents the conclusions drawn from this Thesis as a whole.
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Chapter2
PULSE WIDTH MODLIT,ATTON TECHMQUES:

AREVIEW
2J hrtroduction
Real-time PWM waveform generation in microprocessor based AC inverter drives
is a major computational overhead imposed on the microprocessor, which must

also perform tasks associated with motor control and user interface

communications. This overhead defines one of the requirements for any real-time
PWM generation strategy: that it be computationally efficient. A second
requirement is that the resultant PWM waveform should produce minimal motor
harmonic loss to reduce any motor derating caused by harmonic heating, especially
at low shaft speeds where the effectiveness of the motor cooling fan is minimal.
Within this Chapter a range of triangulation, hysteretic and "optimized" pWM
generation strategies are reviewed, with the "bench mark" for comparisons being
the 'regularly sampled asymmetrical triangulation' PWM generation technique,
which for many years has been the predominant real-time generation stratery used
in AC inverter drives. The more recently reported space vector modulation stratery
is not discussed here but is evaluated in detail in chapter B.
The function of the PWM strategy in an AC drive is to define the switching instants
of the inverter's transistor bridge (figure 1.2) so that power is modulated from the
DC link into variable voltage and frequency AC waveforms required to drive a C11y1.
These PWM waveforms have the form shown in figure 2.1 where the fundamental
component of the waveform - shown dotted - is the required motor voltage; the rest of
the waveform consists of deleterious harmonics and these must be constrained to
minimize their effect on the motor. In principle there are several items of concern.
Firstly, if the waveforms have small offset voltages in them or are not perfectly
balanced then low frequency currents may flow in the stator of the CIM causing
excessive losses and heating. Moreover, unbalanced and./or high frequency
currents cause torque pulsations in the output of the motor, while high frequency
currents may also cause local hot-spots in the winding. Therefore the pWM
waveform generator must be chosen so that all of these effects are minimized, if not
eliminated. In practice these constraints often preclude analogue modulators, in
which 3S balance and constancy cannot be adequately guaranteed, in favour of
15

digital generation techniques. , With digital modulators the problems are different;
here exact waveform balance is easy, but resolution is harder to achieve and realtime generation at higher switching frequencies (>5kHz) is often a problem.

Fig 2.7: A typical PWM reproductian of the dotted fundamental waueform.

In this Chapter four popular PWM generation techniques, namely
o Triangulation method,
o Hysteretic modulation,

.

Harmonic Elimination, and
o Loss Minimization
are reviewed. In this review the waveform generation paradigm of each technique
is presented followed by a discussion on the merits of each strategy when used in a
microprocessor based inverter. Initially, however, the first section of this Chapter
defines the basic terminolory used with AC PWM waveforms and introduces the
concept of a "harmonically weighted 'loss factor"', as defined by Murphy and Egan
[1], which provides a quantitative measure for comparing various PWM waveforms.

22 PWM Tergrrinolory
A generalised AC PIVIVI waveform suitable for driving a CIM is illustrated in figure
2.2(a) with the spectra of this waveform shown in figure 2.2(b). With reference to
frgure 2.2(a), the dotted fundamental component represents the modulating
waveform with frequency fp, while the PWM switching (or carrier) frequency is
denoted as fc. In this case the carrier frequency (period) is constant (fc = 15 * frn),
resulting in the t5ryical fixed period PWM spectra of frgure 2.2(b) in which the
harmonics are clustered in combs around multiples of the switching frequency fs.
A quarter waue syrnrnetricol PWM waveform in one in which each quarter (e.g. 0 to
wavefogm is equivalent to other quarters - when appropriately reflected
E), of the
rE
.3The advantage of such a waveform is the absence of even
about ,, n, and \.
harmonic components. Additionally, these waveforrrs can be very simply defined
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analytically in terms of a Fourier series expression and for this reason are used in
the "optirnized" Harmonic Elimination and Loss Minimization strategies.
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Fig 22: General PwM waueforrn (a) and spectra (b) {fc = 75 * fa, sinewave amplitudc
= 0.gpuJ

The waveform of figure 2.2(a) is defined as being synchronous as the ratio of the
carrier to modulating frequencies (fclf*) is an integer - 15 in this case. The fclfm
ratio is known as the rnode of a PWM waveform. Asynchronous PWM waveforms
have non-integer modes, and are necessary to achieve PWM waveform generation
at low frequencies, including DC. In terms of analytical analysis, asSrnchronous
waveforms have the disadvantage of being aperiodic and as such are more difficult
to analyze than periodic synchronous waveforms. The major practical difference
between synchronous and asynchronous modulation strategies occurs for low pWM
modes where subharmonic components may be generated in the asynchronous
case. The source of these subharmonic components is discussed further in
Chapter 4, although at this point it should be noted that the impedance of a CIM to
subharmonic components is low, with the consequence that even a small
subharmonic voltage can produce significant currents with consequent shaft torque
pulsations and coggng.
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In order to quantify the effects of the unwanted switching harmonics inherently
generated in the PWM process the concept of a 'harmonically weighted' /oss factor
is used [1]. Consider the 'hamonic' equivalent circuit for a CIM shown in figure

2.3 (solid) t2l. This circuit differs from the fundamental frequency equivalent
circuit as the mutual inductance branch (dotted in figure 2.3) is ignored, being a
high impedance at harmonic frequencies, and the motor slip is assumed to be unity
for harmonic frequencies.

"l-

Itb

o_lB_
-l

F*
:

Fig2.3: Per phase 'harmonic' equiualent circuit for a CIM where,
Ro R, = stator and rotor resistances respectiuely,
L*,Ir,Ir = rnutual, stator leakage and rotor leakage inductances respectiuely,
0m = motor air gap fltt*,
o = applicd terminal uoltage.

Following Murphy and Egan [1], the harmonic current itt caused by a PWM
terminal voltage harmonic on is essentially controlled by the impedance of the
leakage inductances (i.e. 2rnf1(ls +

l, ) >> (Rr+ R")) so that,

t"=t?rnffu
The motor harmonic copper loss is given by,
oo

Pco =
n=2

where the summation excludes common mode frequencies as they cause no
currents to flow. Including the expression for in in that of Pgs, a harmonically
weighted loss factor, o, can be defined as [1],
oo

o='/

\S
^?l
tt=2

D,,2

(2.t)

1r.1.13/2

where an additional 16-f1 term has been included to allow for skin effect in the
winding resistances, and all variables are expressed as per unit (pu) quantities.
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This loss factor expression has been used widely by many authors as it provides a
girnple means of comparing the relative merits of two PWM waveforms using
a
numerical simulation. Other more complex and somewhat more empirical loss
factor measures have been proposed by other authors to take into account additional
'real life' features such as end ring and slotting effects, iron and skewing losses
and the like [3].

23 Four Popular PWM Generation Techniques
2.3.

1 Thc Tviangulation Teehniqu.e

The tlryical constructs of a naturally sampled triangulation modulator [4-6] are
illustrated in figure 2.4. In this technique the PWM switching points are defined by
point-on-wave comparisons between a reference sinusoid and a high frequency
canrier (triangle) waveform. As shown, the technique is particularly suitable for
analog implementation, but in practice the accuracy requirements for B0 pWM
wavefoms ofben pose difficulties.
vo"

Fig 2.4: Coneept diagram of a naturally sampled triangulation PWM mod,ulator.

Early digital modulators 'can'ied over' the concepts of the triangulation technique to
microprocessor implementations. A numerical solution for the PWM switching
points using the "natural sampling" method of figure 2.4 involves the solution of a
transcendental equation for each point - a 'real-time' impossibility - and so the
concept of a "regularly sampled" reference waveform was introduced 15-71. Regular
sampled "sSmmetrical" PWM generation is illustrated in figure 2.5(a). Here the
reference waveform is sampled once per carrier cycle, at the trough, and then
algebraically compared with both edges of the triangle wavefom to define a single
PWM cycle. Alternatively, the "as5mmetrical" technique samples the reference
waveform at each can:ier zero crossing, as shown in figure 2.b(b), and produces a
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superior PWM waveform with reduced harmonic content compared

to

the

symmetrical sampling stratery.
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Fig 25: PWM definition in the regularly sampled triangulation technique
(a) Symmetrical sampling,
(b) Asyrnmetrical sampling.
2.3.2 Hysterctic

Mdulatorc

Hysteretic modulators are distinguished from other modulation strategies by their
inherent feedback of the modulated quantity, which is compared with a reference
signal in a bang-bang controller generating a two state (PWM) switching sequence.
For example, figure 2.6 illustrates a single phase delta modulator which uses a
hysteretic modulation stratery to generate PWM voltage wavefoms [8-12]. In this
case the PWM output voltage Vout is integrated to obtain the fundamental frequency
output waveform which is then compared with the reference signal V""f',
deterrnining the input to a bang-bang controller. A 'hysteresis band' defines the
switching thresholds of the bang-bang controller, and consequently the inverter
(PWM) switching times, providing a means of regulating the average PWM
switching frequency. The delta modulator circuit shown in figure 2.6 produces a
PWM output equal to the derivative of Vrer', as shown in figure 2.7. A variation of
this basic concept, called a Delta-Sigma modulator, includes an initial integrator
(shown dotted in figure 2.6) and produces a final (PWM) output equal to Vrer. The
disadvantage of this initial integrator is that it precludes the modulation of very low
frequency or DC waveforms, although in AC motor drives the presence of a low
frequency boost term precludes the use of delta modulators at low frequency due to
the saturation of the feedback integrator.

Fig

2.&

Single phase of a Delta Modulated inuerter. Adding the datted integrator yietds a
D e lta - S igma modul,otor.
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Fig 2.7: Delta(-8igma) madulation utauefonns conespond,ing to figure

2.6.

A simple dual of the delta modulator is a current-forced hysteretic modulator [18151. In this case the inverter output current is forced to follow a reference current
rather than forcing an output voltage. While the concept is similar to that of delta
modulation, the advantage of a current forced implementation is that the motor

inductance inherently functions as an integrator filtering the applied pWM voltage.
Thus the modulator need only sample the actual motor line current, which is then
compared with a reference current in a hysteretic bang-bang controller.
2.8.3 H annonic Ehmin

ation

In high power AC drives where the power semiconductor switching rates are
relatively low (few hundred Hertz), the effects of motor shaft torque pulsations and

cogging effects due to low frequency harmonics may be significant, especially if
these harmonics coincide with a natural resonance of either the motor or its
environment. In the harmonic elimination strategT [16-18] the PWM switching
points are determined in order to specifically eliminate various voltage harmonics,
and consequent torque pulsations, in the resultant PWM waveform. For example,
the nth order voltage harmonic of the general, quarter wave symmetrical, PWM
waveforn of figure 2.2(a) is defined, from Fourier series analysis, by

on

4t

=:[1

- 2.cos(n01) + 2.cos(nOz) - 2.cos(n0s) + 2.cos(nOa)

'tn

- 2.cos(n0s) + 2.cos(n0o) - 2.cos(n0z) l

(2.2)

Selection of angles 0r to 07 allows seven degrees of freedom, but one of these is
required to fix the desired fundamental amplitude a1 of the PWM waveform
allowing for six other harmonic magnitudes to be selected - or 'eliminated'.
Mathematically this 'elimination' is described by
1J1

= a1 =

A[t - 2.cos(Or) + 2.cos(02) - 2.cos(0s) + 2.cos(Oa)
'En

2.cos(Or) + 2.cos(00) - 2.cos(02) l
ld?=0
1;t3=0
011 =0
1119=0
0b=0
u?=0
and solving these equations yields the seven PWM switching angles 0r to 02.
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Fig2.8: PWM harrnonic spectro (fc = 19 * f7n, sinewaue omplitudn = 1.15puJ
(a) Eliminatbn of the #h, fh, 77th, 73th, 7Vh, 7gh, 23d and 2&h hartnonics,
(b) Regularly sampl.ed asymmetrical triangulation technique with 77Vo add.ed, third
harmonic.

Figure 2.8 compares the spectra of a harmonically eliminated PWM waveform,
with the first eight harmonics deleted according to switching angles given by Enjeti
[16], with an equivalent fundamental magnitude (and switching rate) waveform
generated using the regularly sampled asymmetrical triangulation technique.

The only remaining low frequency components in the hamonic elimination spectra
are triplen terms, which are transparent in a B$ system.
2.3.4 Zoss Minimized PWIW

The concept behind the Loss Minimization technique [19,20] is to select the pWM
switching points such that the loss factor o of equation (2.1) is minimized. For
example, generating a loss minimized PWM switching sequence for the quarter
wave symmetrical PWM waveform of figure 2.2, wittr a fundnmental amplitud@ 81,
necessitates solution of the following equations,
o1 = al =:[1 - 2.cos(Or) + 2.cos(Od - 2.cos(Os) + 2.cos(ga)
'tn

- 2.cos(Os) + 2.cos(ee) _ 2.cos(02) l

Eo^Eo^EoEo
:=0
EOr Eoz-"
-=0
do^EoEo
--=0
EOs-" -_n
Eoo-"

i=0
dOg-"
:=0

i=0
EOa-

Eoz-"

where o is defined by equation (2.1) and the nth harmonic is defined by equation
(2.2).

While sets of equations defining the PWM switching angles and harmonics for the
Loss Minimized (and Harmonic Elimination) stratery are easily formulated, their
solution is difficult, if not impossible, due to the non-linear transcendental nature of
the equations. Solutions are often limited to less than 7-8 cornmutations per
quarter cycle, and in some cases where solution is achieved it may only be to a local
minima. Extending the Loss Minimization technique to gteater commutation
rates can be achieved using simplified loss factor expressions [21].
2.4

Discussion

2.4. 7

Applieabihty of tIrc Mdulatian Teehniqucs

Each of the PWM generation techniques discussed in the previous section have
distinctions which see them suited to various applications. The triangulation
technique is the most general, out of those discussed, as it allows modulation of
waveforms with frequencies ranging from DC up to frequencies the order of
r{ttte
switching frequency, at which point the harmonic distortion effects become
excessive. Furthermore, the PWM switching rates, which can vary independently
from that of the reference waveform, range from a few hundred Hertz in high
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power modulators to ultrasonic frequencies with IGBTs, or even up to MegaHertz
using MOSFETs in low power applications.

The inherent feedback of hysteretic modulators provides the advantage of
compensating for any timing errors in the modulation process. The most
predominant error in PWM inverters are timing errors associated with the power
semiconductor switching delays, in conjunction with lockout times, which result in
degradation of the ideal PWM waveform and produce additional motor harmonic
loss [22-25]. As discussed previously, however, delta modulators are limited in
their low frequency operation due to saturation of the feedback integrator.
Moreover, in a practical analogue delta modulator the effects of droop in the
feedback capacitor also pose a major problem [9]. Current forced hysteretic
modulators do not suffer from the above flaws and are very simple to implement;
hence the success and widespread usage of this strategy in current control
applications.
The harmonic elimination and loss minimization techniques are applicable in high
power drives where the switching rates are low (few hundred Hertz), as at these low
switching rates torque pulsations and motor losses are a more significant problem
than for drives operating with switching frequencies in the kiloHertz range. A
major problem vrith these techniques, however, is that while equations satisfying
the minimum loss or harmonic elimination criterion can be easily formulated,
evaluating the solution of these equations is difficult, if not impossible, for large
numbers of switching angles (> 7 - 8 per quarter cycle) and in some cases where
they do converge it may be to only a local minima. This constraint precludes
operation at low modulating waveform frequencies where many commutations per
cycle are required to produce a PWM waveform with an acceptable level of
harmonic distortion.
2.4.2 Rcal-time

Mieroprues sor B ased Inverter bnpl.emcnt ation

While the triangulation technique is the most general purpose of those discussed, it
is also the most computationally demanding when implemented in real-time although in this discussion the term "real-time" (conveniently) overlooks the fact
that the Loss Minimization and Harmonic Elimination strategies require
considerable computational time for off-line pre-calculation of the PWM switching
angles. For example, implementation of a 3Q triangulation modulator in an eight
bit microprocessor (Intel 8031) can take the order of 750psec to compute the PWM
pulse times for a single cycle [26J. Thus for a lkHz switching rate only 25Vo of the

rnicroprocessor time is.available for actually controlling the motor. Alternatively,
hysteretic modulators are usually implemented in analogue circuitry and have the

advantage

of off-loading the waveform generation overhead from

the

microprocessor.

Implementation of the harmonic elimination and loss minimization techniques
sirnply requires the rnicroprocessor to retrieve the PWM switching times for the
desired sinewave amplitude and frequency from tabulated values stored in memory
(EPROM) and download these times to a timer. The major constraint with these
methods is that a complete set of PWM switching angles/times must be stored for
each different fundamental frequency and amplitude waveform. In a practical
system memory limitations determine the number of individual waveforms that
can be stored, thus determining the quantization of the generated waveform's
frequency and amplitude. Alternatively, in the triangulation technique the
sinewave amplitude and frequency resolutions are only limited by the arithmetic
capability of the microprocessor (e.g. 8 or 16 bit), but the computational overheads
are a lot higher.
2.4.8 Motor .fasses and

Owffiul"ation Capabihtict

In the implementation of the naturally sampled triangulation modulator shown in
figure 2-4 th.e peak to peak magnitude of the reference sinewave is conceptually
bounded bv the DC bus rails, constraining the maximum realizable peak voltage to
ff SSVpys for a 400V BQ mains system) - this peak value
is defined in this
Thesis as 1pu sinewave amplitude. For requested omplitudes exceeding this limit
the peaks are clipped by the physical bus voltage limits, and at the point where the
Vnn

of+

ff

modulator fully saturates, square waves with a sinewave amplitude of a"e
f
generated. While overmodulation introduces deleterious low frequency distortion
harmonics, it is unfortunately an necessary part of the naturally sampled
triangulation technique as generation of the 1pu sinewave amplitude typically
occurs at87Vo ofrated speed.

Houldsworth and Grant [2?] showed that by the addition of a minimum of l6Vo (of
the fundamental amplitude) third harmonic sinusoidal distortion to a fundnmental
frequency sinusoid the peak value of the modified waveform could be reduce d, tn 86?o
of the original, allowing lSVo additional output volts before the onset of
overmodulation at near rated speed. The added third harmonic waveform appears
as a comrnon mode component and is not seen by the motor. In addition to these
overmodulation capabilities, the addition of 25-28Vo third harmonic distortion, as
25

illustrated in figure 2.9, has been shown to produce "minimum loss" PWM
waveforms [28-30].

q,

)

'g

q
6
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Fig 2.9: Add,ition of 25Vo third harmonic distortion to a referenee sinusoid (dotted).

Figure 2.10 illustrates the voltage spectra for natural sampling, sJrmmetrical
regular sampling, asymmetrical regular sampling and as5rmmetrical regular
sampling $'ith 25Vo added third harmonic distortion. The loss factors shown for
these specific cases show only small variations for the three differing sampling
strategies, with a larger reduction obtained for the addition of third harmonic
distortion, plot (d). This reduction in loss factor arises from a redistribution of the
harmonic energ'y, such as the reduction in fa t 2fm components at the expense of
additional fc t 4f11 components (although the loss factor of this harmonic comb
alone is about half the magnitude of the seyne comb without added third harmonic
distortion) and the increase in coulmon mode (triplen) components. Figure 2.11
shows a plot, taken from Boys and Walton [28], of loss factor versus sinewave
amplitude for a loss minimized stratery of Section 2.3.4 and a triangulation
modulator, both with and without 25Vo added third harmonic distortion. As
expected the loss minimization strategy produces the superior wavefom, with the
additional third harmonic component improving the triangulation modulator. In
terms of ovemodulation capabilities, the hamonic elimination and loss minimized
strategies often include a significant third harmonic component and offer similar
ovemodulation capabilities to a triangulation modulator.

For the delta modulator, overmodulation capabilities similar to that of a
triangulation modulator can be achieved by adding a third harmonic distortion
component to the reference sinusoid. In terms of loss, hysteretic modulators
modulate each phase independently which can result in the insertion of nonoptimum or redundant switching states [15]. More recently, implementations of
hysteretic modulators with multiple bang-bang control stages have been proposed to
ensure the selection of optimum switching states t31-321.
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Another alternative is a hysteretic controller applied to space vector representations
of motor flux and torque [33J. In this case the controlled vector is forced to rotate

within a hysteresis band defined by two concentric circles, superimposed on a locus
of the seven disctete voltage vectors realizable with a two level inverter.
2.4.4 Motor Aeoustic Noise Emission

The common feature of the triangulation, harmonic elimination and loss
minimization techniques is that they are all frxed period strategies. The voltage
spectra for a fixed period modulator consists of a series of discrete harmonic
components, similar to the spectra of figure 2.2(b). As will be shown in Chapters 6
and 7, these discrete voltage harmonics are reflected in the spectra of the acoustic
noise emitted from the driven motor as tonal components, causing a significant
increase in the subjective annoyance associated with the noise. In a hysteretic
modulator, however, the instantaneous PWM switching frequency varies over the
fundamental cycle [10,34] producing a more disperse atonal voltage spectra and,
consequendy, a subjectively less annoying acoustic noise.

2.5 Sumrrrar5r

In modern digital AC inverter drives a considerable portion of the microprocessor's
time may be spent generating PWM wavefoms. The quality of the resultant PWM
waveform is important as unnecessary motor harmonic loss necessitates motor
derating and the presence of low frequency harmonics causes undesirable shaft
pulsation and cogging effects. The four popular PWM techniques discussed in this
review are each particularly suited to different applications, such as
. triangulation methods for general purpose inverters with requirements for
high switching rates and widely varying modulating waveform frequencies
down to DC.

o hysteretic methods for off-loading the waveform generation task from the
rnicroprocessor to analog circuitry. Current forced modulators cotntttonly
use hysteretic techniques.
o "spfimized" waveforms pre-calculated off-line - harmonic elimination and
loss minimization - for high power applications where the power levels
restrict the switching frequencies to less than 7 - I comrnutations per
quarter cycle of the reference wavefom.
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Cbapter 3
SPACE \ZECTOR MODT'I"ATION

S.l hrhnoduction
The current generation of variable speed drives is ty'pically based around the realtime digital generation of pulse-width modulated (pWM) waveforms using either
microprocessors or application-specific integrated circuits. Digital pWM

generation techniques have the major advantages that component drift and
tolerance problems associated with earlier analogue implementations are
eliminated while real-time waveform generation provides essentially instantaneous
control of the amplitude and phase of the resulting PWM waveform, as is required
in more complex motor control strategies. While a microprocessor based
generation technique allows considerable flexibility for optimizing the resulting
PWM waveform, the upper switching frequency of the inverter is ofiben constrained
by the time required to compute the PWM switching times in the microprocessor.
To date, the prevalent real-time digital PWM waveform generation technique has
been the regularly sampled, asymmetrical, triangulation method tll. Recently
however, a new PWM generation technique, space vector modulation [2,8], has
gained favour in the AC drives arena. The space vector technique is essentially
based around the decomposition of a reference voltage vector into voltage vectors
realizable on a six pulse inverter although, as will be shown, space vector
modulation is actually a special case of the triangulation technique. This Chapter
presents the concepts of space vector PWM generation and shows that, compared to
the traditional triangulation technique, space vector modulation has the advantages
that,
o it is particularly suited to rnicroprocessor generation,
o it is very nearly loss "minimized" stratery, and
o compensation for current zeto crossing distortion which
occurs in
practical inverter drives is relatively easily achieved.
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Space Vector Modulation

Conceptually a set of three phase waveforms can be represented by a single rotating
vector - often called a Park vector or space vector [4]. Applying this concept to the
generalized six pulse inverter of figure 3.1 it can be seen that of the eight possible
output voltage states, two are null voltage vectors (u0, uT) while the remaining six

voltage vectors are each spatially displaced 60 degrees apart as depicted in figure
3.2(a) (where the H and L nomenclature refers to the output being switched High
(+Vpgl or Low (-VnC) respectively). The space vector PWM generation technique
involves vectorially equating volt-second integrals between a desired reference
voltage vector and the output voltage vectors realizable with the six pulse bridge
inverter [2].
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For example, the reference voltage vector us shown in frgure 3.2(a) may

be
generated by using the immediately adjacent inverter output voltage vectors us and
ub to provide the required phase displacement while the null voltage vectors ug and
u7 control the magnitude. In this implementation a typical modulation cycle
consists of the following sequence of switching states (labelled 1 to 8 in figure 3.2):

u0 -> ua

-) ub -> u7 -> u7 -> ub -> ua -> u0

from which an equation equating the volt-second integrals of these switching states
with that of us is given as
(3.1)
us.T = u0.t0 * ua.ts + ub.tb + u7.t7
where

T- t0+ta+tb+t7
= half a PWM cycle period.
As can be seen from figure 3.2, the vectorial decomposition of us in figure 3.2(a) is
essentially equivalent to the triangulation method timing diagtam of figure 3.2(b).
For the traditional space vector technique t0 is chosen equal to t7 and the waveforns

a

are then a special case of the triangulation technique with a modifred reference
waveform, formed by the addition of an essentially triangular, third harmonic
distortion waveform to the desired sinusoidal component as shown in frgure 3.3
[3,5]. A more rigourous definition of this modified reference wavefom is left until
Chapter 4 where the harmonics of space vector PWM wavefoms are analyzed.
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Due to the inherent additive third harmonic triangle waveform, the characteristics
of the space vector PWM waveforms are very similar to those obtained through the
addition of third harmonic sinusoidal distortion to a triangulation modulator
($2.4.3) [6,7]. However, one advantage that the space vector generation technique
has over the traditional triangulation technique is that it is more amenable to
microprocessor implementation.
3.3

An Efficient Microprccessor Based PWM Generation Technique

PWM waveform generation in a microprocessor based AC drive is

a

computationally demanding task often requiring multi-processor implementations
to attain the dual objectives of high speed waveform generation and real-time motor
control. However, the majority of commercial AC drives are implemented using
low cost "single-chip micro-controllers", incorporating many peripherals onto a
single chip (e.g. Intel 8031, 80196). These implementations require the use of
efficient PWM generation algorithms to allow suffrcient microprocessor time for
actually controlling the motor. Figure 3.4 details an existing digital modulator
hardware structure [8], based on the methods described in [1], and the
corresponding PWM pulse timing format used to defi.ne a single PWM cycle. In
such a modulator a single PWM "internrpt cycle" involves evaluating a set of T1
and T2 times defining a PWM pulse for each of three phases and downloading these
times to a timer module - in this case an AMD9513. The two following sub-sections
outline the PWM generation requirements in a triangulation and traditional space
vector modulator respectively while the third sub-section details a novel algorithm
for the efficient generation of space vector PWM waveforms.
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3.8.

7 TTiangalation Techniquc

Digital PWM generation using the regularly sampled aslmmetrical triangulation
technique involves the algebraic evaluation of the intersection point between a
triangle carrier waveform and a regularly sampled reference waveform, as
illustrated for a single PWM cycle in figure 3.5 [1,6].
T
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Fi'g 3.5: PWM pulse time definition

in a regularly

sarnpled asymmetrical triangulation

modulator.

Computing the PWM switching points involves the evaluation of three sets of T1 and
T2 times (of figure 3.4), defining a PWM pulse for each phase, and this requires the

following (interrupt level) microprocessor operations: 6 Table Lookups, 6 Multiplies,
12 Subtractions and 6 checks on the T1 and T2 times to prevent the generation of
unrealizable times. This scheme, implemented with the hardware of figure 3.4(a),
tlryically takes ?50 ps to compute and to download the PWM switching times to the
AMD9513 timer so that, for a lkHz switching rate, only 25Vo of the microprocessor
time is left for actually controlling the motor.
3.3 2

Tbaditiowl Spac e Veetor Modulotian

As discussed earlier, the space vector PWM generation technique [2,3] involves
approximating a desired voltage vector, denoted 8s us in figure 3.2(a), with the
immediately adjacent voltage vectors realizable on a six transistor inverter bridge
(ug,u6,u6, and uz). Mathematically this involves equating the volt-second integral
of the reference vector us with that of the output switching states of the inverter, as
detailed in equation (3.1). Resolving equation (8.1) into horizontal and vertical
gI

components the expressions for the PWM switching times (for half a PWM cycle)
are given as,

ta - lusl . T.

b

,.

=

G.

( cos(a) -

I€.

sin(c)

)

lu.l . T. sin(c)

(3.2)

tO+tZ = T - Tm
where Tm - ta + tb.
As shown in equation (3.2) evaluation of the tg to t7 switching times for a complete
PWM cycle requires the following operations: 4 Table Lookups, 6 Multiplies, 4
Subtractions plus checking to preclude the generation of unrealizable times. While
this algorithm requires less operations than the triangulation algorithm, it is still
not efficient when the modulator is forced into overmodulation (i.e. lus | > 1 so that
Tm > T). In this case the sum of ts + t6 exceeds the physical time T, necessitating
additional rescaling of the times, i.e.
T
ltua -ta*tb'"t

and tb'=T-t"',
to constrain the sum of ts' and tf ' to be equal to T. The conceptual simplicity and
efficiency of the space vector generation technique are major advantages, but the
disadvantage of an overmodulation rescaling factor provided the impetus for the
development of an improved space vector PWM generation algorithm, the subject of
the next section.
3.3.3

ANoael SpaceVector PWM funcration Teehnique

The proposed space vector generation strategy [9] is based around the simple
proportioning of a modulation time, T6, which is equal to the "active" time ta + tf of
the PWM waveform as shown in figure 3.2(b). If Tm is held constant the resulting
voltage vector traces out a hexagonal locus (near trapezoidal phase voltage) as
illustrated in figure 3.6(a). In this case the times ta and t6 can simply be obtained
by linearly proportioning Tp based on the intrasextant angle c where cr varies over
the range O to rc/3 within a particular sextant, and is related to 0 of figure 3.2(b) by
an offset angle comprised of a constant nl6 displacement and an integer number of
n/3 sextant widths. This linear proportioning procedure is computationally
efficient, but in order to obtain a sinusoidal phase voltage (circular voltage vector
trajectory) the instantaneous magnitude of the reference hexagon must be
dynamically scaled as a function of s. (Note that this "scaling" is equivalent to the
observation that t4 + t! varies with e in figure 3.2(b)). The scaling function,
illustrated in figure 3.6(b), is given by:
38

fscale(a) =

ftP
r)

=+.cos(a-116)

(3.3)

13
where 6 is the difference between the circular and hexagonal vector loci at at
particular intrasextant angle a. This scaling function is implemented in the
microprocessor as a simple table lookup.

Fig 3.6: Formulation of space vector generation algorithm,
(a) : (i) trapezoi.d,al trajectory for ts + t6 T /2,
=
(ii) maeirnum voltage uector trajectory, ts + tg = f
(b) i.deal (sinusoidal phase uoltage) uector locus scaling.

For example, frgure 3.? shows two current space vector loci illustrating the
differences between a hexagonal voltage vector locus (Tm held constant), trace (a),
and the proposed strategy of dynamically modulating Tm to achieve a circular
(sinusoidal phase) voltage vector locus, trace (b). Forothe hexagonal strategy
the

sinewave amplitude

is

increased by a factor
fundarnental magnitude as the circular case.

of f, to attain an equivalent

(a)

b)
Fig 3.7: Current space vector loci {rnotor (A.g), fc = 4kHz, frn = 25H2, 0.5pu toad),
(a) hexagonal applied uoltage uector locus (Tm held. constantJ,
(b) circulnr applied uoltage vector locus {Ta cosinusoidally md.ulated.
with
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aJ.

When the modulator is 'overmodulated' (i.e. lus I > 1 so that T6 > T) it can be seen
from figure 3.2(b) that the null voltage vector times will be zero and so the output
voltage vector is constrained to the maximum voltage hexagon depicted in figure
3.6(a). As the physical modulator constrains T6 to be less than or equal to T this
condition is also imposed in the space vector generation algorithm, after scaling for
the dynamic hexagon magnitude variation, as this eliminates the potential problem
of generating "negative" and other unrealizable times when the modulator is
overmodulated. This single constraint on T6 r€moves the need to check the final
six calculated pulse times and as such results in a majol sernputational saving.
The individual times ta and t5 are given by simple apportioning of Tg1. Considering
the definition of times t. and t5 of figure 3.2(b) in terms of the line-to-line voltages at
an angle 0, it can be shown that the apportioning factor is given by:

tb :_ Vy-Vs
ts+tf Vy-Vn
_2
r + {3

cot (cr)

The null voltage times are then determined from equation (3.1) as:

t0+tz=T-(ta+tb)
For space vector modulation t6 and t7 are chosen to be equal although the choice of
the tg:t7 ratio is further discussed in the following section as this ratio directly
influences the "quality" of the resultant PWM wavefonn.
As the previous discussion has shown, the space vector algorithm is based on a
generalized sextant for which the PWM switching times t0, ta, t[ and t7 are
calculated. In a practical inverter, short sections of sextant dependent code are
required to assemble the T1 and T2 times defining the PWM pulse for each phase
from the calculated space vector tg to t7 times.
Overall the space vector waveform generation algorithm essentially involves:
. evaluating the intrasextant angle cr,
. scaling Tm (as a function of a) to produce a sinusoidal output,
. constraining Tm to be within T, and then
. apportioning Tsl into ts and tb to produce the four PWM switching times t0,
ta, tb and t? which can be directly related to the required sets of T1 and T2
times defining the PWM pulses for each phase.

N

Using the above algorithm the main microprocessor operations required to
calculate the three phase PWM switching times for one cycle are: 4 Table Lookups, 4
Multiplies, 4 Subtractions and 2 Logical shifts with no pulse time checking
required. Implementing this algorithm using the hardware of figure 8.4(a) results
in an interrupt routine execution time of only 450 ps (compared to ?b0 ps for the
triangulation technique as discussed earlier) which, for a lkHz switching rate,
leaves 55Vo of the microprocessor time available for actually controlling the motor.
Thus the microprocessor time available for tasks other than PWM waveform
generation has been doubled. This is a very significant improvement and is a
major practical advantage of the space vector generation technique.

3.4 Optimized Space Vector PWM TVaveforrns

In the previous discussion of the space vector generation technique, Section B.B, it
was arbitrarily assumed that the null voltage vector time was equally divided
between tg and t? (i.e. t0 = t7 = (T - Tm)/2). However, the apportioning of the total
null voltage vector time between tg and t7 essentially controls the addition of

common mode (triplen) components into the pWM waveform and these additional
components can be used to optimize the resultant wavefoms according to different
criteria, such as:
o minimizing the motor harmonic loss, or

.

3.4.7

reducing the inverter's switching losses.

Motor Loss Optimized SpaceVeetor pWM

The apportioning strategy used in the traditional space vector modulation technique
is to let tg and t7 be equal [3,5] which effectively produces a phase (reference) voltage

with an inherent third harmonic triangle waveform as illustrated in figure B.B.
The spectra of a tSryical space vector PWM waveform is illustrated in frgure g.g(b)

where, compared to the equivalent triangulation spectra of trace (a), the presence of
additional triplen components arising from the triangle distortion waveform in the
reference waveform produces a more disperse pwM spectrum.

In the traditional space vector algorithm (tO - tZ) the peak magnitude of the triangle
waveform is 25vo of lus | [5], but it is possible to vary the triangle wave magnitude
by changing the tg:t7 ratio to minimize tlne motor losses. To evaluate the optimal
magnitude triangle wave the loss factor of equation (2.1) was used to compare the
motor losses of calculated PWM wavefoms as the triangle magnitude was varied.
As shown in figure 3.9, the traditional space vector modulation (2SVo triangle) has a
4l

teduction in loss factor compared to a waveform generated using sinusoidal
PWM (IVo tnangle) and is typically within tVo of the optimal - minimum loss solution attainable by this method.
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The optimum third harmonic triangulation distortion (31Vo peak magnitude) is
predominantly composed of a 25Vo magnitude third harmonic sinusoidal
component, which agrees with two previous studies [6,7] in which it was shown
that minimum loss PWM waveforms were achieved by adding 25-28Vo sinusoidal
third harmonic distortion ($2.4.3). However, in order to attain the minimum loss
space vector waveform a nonlinear apportioning function is required whereas the
computational overheads in choosing tO = t7 are negligible and as such this solution
represents the best engineering solution.
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An inherent advantage of this t0 = tZ stratery is that the triangular distortion
waveform suppresses the phase voltage peak, as shown in figure 3.3, and
consequently the fundamental amplitude can be increased by lSVo before
overmodulation occurs.
3.4.2

Inoerter Inss Optimized Space Vector PWM

A less common technique, used to decrease the inverter's switching rate while still
providing the same output voltage capabilities as above, is to sequentially clamp one
of the inverter's three output phases to a DC bus rail over a portion of the
fundamental cycle [10,11]. For example, if t9 was set to zero in figure 3.2(b) then the
ug state (LLL) is not utilized with the complete null voltage vector time (T - T-) being
spent in state uz (HHH). This produces the 'M' shaped phase waveforms of figure
3.10(a), where the line-to-line voltages (as seen by the motor) are still sinusoidal.
During the 1200 period in which a particular phase is clamped to the DC rail, that
phase is not switching resulting in a 33Vo reduction in the inverter's overall
switching rate thereby reducing the inverter switching loss.
A simple extension of the 1200 clamping technique is to clamp the phase waveforms
for 600 periods across the respective waveforrr peaks (by alternately setting t6 and t7
zero) as shown in figure 3.10(b). This 600 option has the advantage of being
symmetrical about the DC bus mid-point and minimizes the effect of any offset or
round-off errors in the PWM waveform generation. The spectra of the 'bus
43

clamped' PWM wavefoms are.illustrated in figures 3.8(c) and (d) for the 1200 and
600 cases respectively and these show significantly increased harmonic content
compared to the traditional space vector stratery of figure 3.8(b).

(a)

(b)

Fig 3.70: Reduced inuerter switching rates by clamping one phase to a DC
amplitude = LpuJ,
(a)

12f

@

6f

rail {sinewaue

clarnp periods,

clarnp peri.ods.

A plot of loss factor versus fundamental sinewave amplitude for the triangulation,
-^ --sgacuvdctorarlo Dus cramped space vector techniques is shown in figure 3.11. The
notable feature here is that the bus clamping techniques show considerably larger
loss factors, even when compared to a space vector strategy of equal switching rate,
SVM(2/B). This result must be tempered by the fact that the loss factor defrnibion
(equation (2.1)) is somewhat biassed against the bus clamping techniques as these
seek to minimize the inverter switching losses rather than the motor harmonic
losses. However, the justification for this choice is that with typical transistori.zed
inverters forced cooling of the inverter heatsink (which is independent of shaft
speed) is a more practical alternative than requiring additional forced cooling o1l an
inverter driven motor in the field. Thus, while some manufacturers use bus
clamping techniques, it can be seen from figure 3.11 that using an ordinary space
vector strategy with 5 the switching rate would prove more satisfactory in terms of
both decreasing the inverters switching rate (losses) and minimizing the motor
harmonic loss.
In figure 3.11 the loss factor of a triangulation scheme (trace (a)) has been added for
comparison with space vector PWM (trace (b)). As shown, space vector modulal;ion
has an improved loss factor, although when comparing a space vector loss far:tor
with that of a triangulation modulator with 257o added third harmonic sinusoidal
distortion the differences are insignifrcant [12].
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35 Current 7nrc Cnossing Distortion
Figure 3.1 depicts a typical three phase inverter in which an ideal pWM switching
signal is realized using two transistors (or other power switches) connected with
inverse parallel diodes for each totem pole confrguration. In a practical inverter
drive, however, problems exist due to the finite switching times of the power
semiconductor switching devices which necessitate the insertion of "lockout" time
delays , td, (also called interlock delays or deadtimes) between the switching signals
driving the transistors, as illustrated in frgure 3.L2. During the lockout times the
output phase voltage polarity (t Vps) is determined by the polarity of the phase
current which must flywheel through one of the two inverse parallel d.iodes. Over a
complete fundamental cycle the summation of the lockout time voltage error pulses
can be approximated as an equivalent fundamental frequency square wave error
voltage [13-15], as shown in figure 8.12(e).
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(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig 3.72: Practical inuerter switching signals showing the inclusion and effects of lockout
time delays,
(a) ideal PWM waueform {fundamental component dottedJ,
(b) upper transistor switching signal fleading edge dclnyed by t6),
(c) Iower transistor switching signal {leading edge d.elayed by td,
(d) actual output uoltage waueforrn {phase current shown dottedJ,
(e) error voltage pulses due to lockout times {equiualent square waue dnttedl.

This effective 'square wave' er:Tor voltage subtracts vectorially, &s determined by the
motor current displacement factor, from the desired fundamental sinusoidal
voltage waveform resulting in a reduced output magnitude. In the majority of AC
drives the motor control stratery seeks to maintain constant air gap flux. Under
these circumstances the current displacement factor (= pow€r factor) varies widely
with motor speed and torque making open loop compensation for the effect of
lockout delays diffrcult due to the varying phase of the equivalent 'square wave'
error voltage. Published lockout compensation schemes to date usually incorporate
some form of either instantaneous switch (transistor) voltage [14] or phase current
[15] feedback to allow for the variable phase displacements.

is that they produce a distorted
motor current zero crossing. This distorted current zero crossing can lead to
cogging and pulsating shaft torques and can also exacerbate motor instability
problems [14,16]. From a philosophical viewpoint, after a current zero crossing
and with an inductive load, energ'y (reactive power) flows from the inverter to the
inductive fields of the motor. However, during lockout times such energT flow is

A

second deleterious side effect of lockout delays

impossible, as both transistors are off, and if these lockout times are comparable
with the PWM modulating times then clearly a problem may exist.

6

Figure 3.13 illustrates typical PWM voltage and resultant current waveforms as the
current is re-established after a zeto crossing. For this example a high power
factor load is assumed. As shown, current in the 'yellow' phase is established in
Q3 (of figure 3.1) on the rising part of the carrier waveform only when the yellow
phase is at a higher voltage than the blue phase. This time is reduced by the
lockout time td in the blue phase. On the falling edge of the carrier waveform a
similar argument applies. Thus current pulses are smaller than they should be,
causing a reduction in the rate of fundamental current rise, and are prematurely
terminated giving the zero-crossing phase short periods of high imped.ance when
both totem pole transistors and flywheel diodes are non-conducting. These high
impedance periods increase motor instability problems and can only be reduced by
rapidly re-establishing the current after a zero crossing. An experimentally
measured current waveform is shown in figure 3.14(a) in which the crossover
distortion "plateau" immediately after the zero crossing is evident. (To avoid
problems \Mith saturation the results presented in figures 3.14 and 3.16 were all
measured at a reduced voltage 0.?5 times the voltage that would normally be
required for rated flux at rated torque.)
One simple strategy for minimizing the effects of the lockout time is to reduce the
inverter's switching frequency so that the lockout delay t4 is small compared to the
total PWM period ,T, or the modulation time, T6. This is almost essential at low
fundamental frequencies where the modulation time T6 of the PWM waveforms
may not be significantly greater than than t4.

A complementary stratery for reducing the detrimental effects of lockout times is to
increase the PWM pulsewidths in order to account for the "lost" time td. This
stratery involves increasing the (absolute) magnitude of the reference waveforms
(which define ta + tU) by an amount equivalent to td/2 so that the resultant
pulsewidths generated are not reduced by the lockout time, as shown in figure
3.13(b). This concept has been implemented in both triangulation and space vector
modulators with the resultant current waveforms shown in figures g.l4(b) and (c)
respectively. In both cases the motor control stratery used. was a dynamic flux
controlled scalar technique [1?,18], one of the advantages of which is that the motor
slip is nominally constant over the speed and torque operating range of the motor
resulting in high power factor operation for a given motor load torque. This allows
a simple open loop compensation strategy as the effects of current phase angle have
minimal influence, although other second order effects such as power switch time
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delays (predominantly the storage time) and the effects of the PWM switching
modes governing the number of lockout times per fundnmental cycle [15] stiil exist.
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Implementation in a triangulation modulator is achieved by increasing the absolute
magnitude of the reference wavefonn by an amount equivalent to tgl2, as illustrated
in figure 3.15(a). The disadvantage of increasing the absolute magnitude of the
voltage reference in the triangulation case is the resultant discontinuity at the
voltage zero crossing when the PWM output voltage pulsewidth "steps" by ttd
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causing a slight discontinuity in the phase current at this point, as can be seen in
figure 3.14(b). Ideally this voltage "step" should occur at the current zero crossing,

at which point the error voltage "square wave" changes polarity. In

our
implementation using a controller that maintains a high power factor, the proposed
open loop voltage compensation strategy proves satisfactory. Lockout time
compensation in the space vector modulator is simply achieved by adding the
lockout time into the "active" modulation time T11, prior to its apportioning into
times tg and t5, resulting in the modified reference uraveform of frgure B.lb(b).
Compared to the triangulation modulator, the inherent third harmonic waveform
present in the space vector modulating waveform (figure 3.3) results in an
"improved" voltage zero crossing - due to the added slope of the phase voltage
waveform in the region +30o from the zero. The lockout time compensation further
increases the slope of this transition, while still maintaining a continuous voltage
zero crossing, resulting in the compensated line current waveform of figure 8.14(c).
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The effectiveness of the current crossover strategies is illustrated in figure 3.16
where the slip frequency required to sustain a range of load torques is plotted. In
the uncompensated case the motor slip is increased as the amplitude of the motor
current has been reduced because of the high impedance states, whereas the two
proposed compensation strategies follow an expected torque/slip curye. Without
compensation the slip frequencies are typically =25Eo larger corresponding to an
effective output voltage reduction of =L2.5Vo at these low output levels.
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3.6 Summar5r
is a relatively new PWM generation technique based upon
the concept of approximating a reference voltage vector with a series of voltage
vectors realizable on a typical six transistor inverter bridge. While it may appear
that this vectorial approach is dissimilar to the triangulation approach where each
of the phases is considered independently, it has been shown that space vector
modulation is equivalent to the regularly sampled asymmetrical technique with a
modifred reference waveform. This modified reference wavefom is formed from
the addition of a third harmonic, essentially triangular, distortion waveform to the
desired fundamental sinusoidal component. The inherent inclusion of a triplen
triangle waveform results in the generation of very nearly loss "optimal" PWM
waveforms using the space vector technique, similar to the findings of other studies
involving the addition of triplen sinusoidal distortion components to triangulation
modulators.
Space vector modulation

Compared

to the triangulation technique,

space vector modulation has the

advantages of:
o producing very nearly loss minimized PWM waveforms, as mentioned,
' being particularly suitable for microprocessor implementation, and
o the current zero crossing distortion ofpractical inverters is relatively easily
compensated for.
These advantages have been confrrmed by experimental measurements justifnng
the conclusion that space vector modulation is the best engineering choice for a
practical inverter system.
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Cbapter4
AIY

AIVALruCAL I{ARMOMC AIYALYSIS OF
SPACE \MCTOR PWM WA\ZEFORNIS

4.l lntroduction
Pulse width modulation (PWM) is the predorninant modulation technique used in
AC inverter drives as it provides both waveform magnitude and frequency control in
a single power stage. The spectrum of a tyryical PWM waveform consists of a
desired fundamental component and bands of undesired harmonics inherently
generated in the PWM process. While the fundamental component "ideally"

determines the steady state behaviour of the motor the remaining harmonic
components also influence the motor's perfomance. For example, the presence of
high frequency harmonics results in additional motor copper losses while low
frequency or subharmonic components can cause substantial currents to flow, due
to the low motor impedance at low frequencies, causing signifrcant shaft torque
pulsation and cogging effects.

Exact analytical expressions describing the harmonic structure of a PWM
waveform provide insight into the 'effectiveness' of a given modulation stratery,
although direct analytical analysis of PWM waveforms is difficult due to their
discontinuous nature. Numerical analysis techniques (e.g. DFT, FFT [1]) are
adequate for analyzing synchronous PWM waveforms where the switching pattern
repeats exactly each cycle, but the aperiodicity of asynchronous PWM waveforms
makes their analysis, by numerical methods, less tractable. In recent years a

number of techniques for analytical analysis of PWM waveforms have been
reported; the most predominant being the 'wall method' 12,31 which involves
performing a two dimensional Fourier series analysis of the PWM waveform [4,5].
While this concept has achieved recognition a complete analysis has been reported
for the single edged (sawtooth) modulation case only, and its extension to other
more demanding strategies, such as space vector modulation, has been, at best,
intractable. Other reported techniques have utilized continuous time Bessel
function approximations to evaluate naturally sampled PWM harmonics [6],
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Kapteynl series for natural and regularly sampled PWM [7], or discrete time ztransform approximations [8].

This Chapter presents a novel analysis technique for any PWM signals generated
using the regularly sampled triangulation technique where the basis of the analysis
is that a general PWM switching pattern may be broken down into a series of
waveforms which exhibit either symmetry or mirror symmetry. The spectra for
these waveforms may then be found, utilizing their inherent symmetry, and
summing these leads to the spectra for the original wavefom [10]. The technique
is first developed using waveforms appropriate to regularly gampled asymmetrical
sinusoidal PWM, and is then applied to space vector PWM waveforms, which are
equivalent to those generated with the triangulation technique provided a modified
reference waveform is used.

42 Space VectorEqtrivalent Phase Waveforrn
The space vector PWM generation technique, as outlined in Chapter 3, involves
vectorially decomposing a desired voltage space vector u, into voltage vector
components which can be generated using a tlryical three phase inverter (figure
3.1). For the case shown in figure 4.1, the vector voltage us ov€r some time interval
T can be evaluated in terms of the adjacent voltage vector components (uo, u1, u2, uz)
by equating volt-second integrals (as for equation (3.1)),

us.T=uo.h + ut.tr + ur2.t2 +
where u0,

u?.t?

ut, u2 , u? are selected for times to, tr , t2 and t7 respectively, and

T=to+tr+tz+tt
Solving this equation produces times tg, tr, tz and t7 which define the switching
sequence for one PWM switching cycle resulting in the generation of a voltage
vector approximating the desired voltage vector ug.
As shown by Van Der Broeck et al [11] if ts and t7 are (arbitrarily) chosen to be
equal, then the space vector phase switching sequences produce.d are equivalent to
generating regularly sampled asymmetrical PWM waveforms using a modifred
reference waveform VSVM, as shown in figure 4.2 curve(b), instead of a pure
sinewave (figure 4.2 curve(a)) of equivalent (fundamental) ernplitude. Following
Van Der Broeck et al, the equivalent space vector modulating wavefom is given by:

1' A Ikpteyn series is any series of the type I
constants

[9].

on.Ju+n [(u + n).2] in which the coeffrcients o,r, are

n=0

u

fi.sintcot)

o<cot<fr

tf.rrr(rot+Ep

E=rt=E

vsvu =

with quarter wave sSmmetry defining the rest of the waveform.
og (H,H,L)

(L,H,L)

ua I

us

1L,H,H)

ue (L,L,H)

Fig 4.1: Three phase inuerter output voltage spoce aectors showing the desired output
voltage vector ug. The inverter leg switching states are designated by H(high,
+Vod and L(Iow, -Vnd.

For the purposes of this analysis it is more convenient to introduce a new concept
whereby the space vector modulating waveform is regarded as the sum of a desired
fundamental sinewave component and an essentially triangular third harmonic
wavefom, surve (c) of figure 4.2, wlich is defined by one half the magnitude of the
triangle wavefom formed by the zero crossing segments of three phase sinewaves
shown in figure 4.3.

€1!42
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3/4

SLn
Lt4

Fig 42: Space vector phase voltoge components
(a) fundamental sinusoid,

(b) space vector phase voltage ,VsvM [@) = (a) + (c)J,
(c) third harrnonic triangb u)aue distortion A(0).
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Now by simple Fourier analysis of the "triangle waveform" (A) the ideal space vector
phase voltage may be expressed as,
(4.1)
Vsvu = a. I sin(O) +A(0)]

where,

A(0)=

t+13'

rl

(-1)r

[(2r+1)-]tfrr+r)+L$

. sin [(2r + 1)30]

0=romt+0.
4."3

Harrnonic Anat5ais Techrrique

The proposed harmonic analysis technique is based around a procedure for
resolving a general as5rmmetrical PWM waveform into symmetrical components
for which the harmonics can be determined. The method is developed by
considering the harmonics of the regularly sampled as5rmmetrical waveform of
figure 4.2 cunre (a) as this is a partial solution to the more harmonically complex
space vector modulated PWM waveform, cunre (b).

In these circumstances the modulating waveform a.sin(or-t + 0) is sampled at the
zero crossings of a regular symmetrical triangle carrier waveform, and then
compared with the same waveform to generate the asymmetrical PWM waveform
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F(t) shown in figure 4.4. The phase angle 0 of the modulating waveform is
referenced to the positive-going zero crossing of the carrier triangle wave.

As shown in figure 4.4, F(t) may be expressed as the sum of four waveforms:
. A(t), a regular periodic square wave,
' B(t), a train of s5'mmetric pulses pith sinusoidally varying widths, and
' C(t) and D(t) which exhibit rnirror slmmetry or its inverse with
sinusoidally varying pulse widths.
The spectra of F(t) is given by the sum of the spectral components of waveforms A(t)
to D(t).

-1 rl-l

rtltttl

I

t=0

Fig 4.4: constituent waveforms of regularly-sarnpled, asyrnmetric pwM.
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A(t) is a regular square wave with a spectrum given by:

A(t) =

-i4 i

sin ((2p + 1) rrlct)

ni"-o;ri

The remaining spectral components B to D are found by observing, as shown in
Appendix 4.A, that for any component a.sin(root* 0) the integral, .f, as T tends to

infinity given by,
7

tl

I = -=
7d|

a.

sin(<oot* O). sin(ot) .

approaches zero for all

<rr

*

orq

dt

(4.2)

and converges to a value,

, _ a.cos0
2for

crl

(4.9)

= o)o. Only positive frequencies are considered.

Consider B(t) which consists of a train of pulses with centers spaced at L/2f", and
sinusoidally varying widths. The integral is given by,
T

r=!rdfnal .sin(rot).dr

(4.4)

The contribution of the nth pulse occurring at time tn with width 26t, is defined as
6.11where

tp + 6t1

1f
6/n=;1.sin(cot).dr
J
t" - 6t"
Now
EA
6,
6tn=r*

sin(comtn+$)

@.5)

Defining N as the number of pulses in time

N

r =!
7

^?rt
Noo

--71 t,
L..
n=.

[tt z

t,.f can be expressed as,

")

"rr*, (ffi). [.o, (o,t,,- (2q+ 1) (onh +
l{
e

Q))

- cos (ofn + Qq,+ 1) (comtn
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* O))])

oo

N

=

'

+n=1
E g=0
I :t

lnn

t

o*,

(r)\

-

(ffi)[tcos

(rotnt(2q + 1) (romtn.

-'l
0))]]

(4.G)

The summations over all t1 are negligible (tend to zero) except when
(ro + (2q + 1) roJ tn = 2prrn,
where P = a positive integer.
so that ol = 2ptoc + (2q+ 1) r&n. Substituting this value
Now t1 is given byft =

ff

gives

I =+
which

is

Noo

tn=1 e=o
t # . rrn*rfs3].
(2qJ

independent of

((2q+1) o)

t,, so that the summation for N becomes a single

t

multiplication. WhenNislarge

r =t+
_
n

cos

=

{

=

andf

#,

becomes

1, rry.1.cos((2q+1)o)
-l
L;.d2q+L|._r*)
\

Q=0

Comparing this expression for f with that of equation (4.3) and writing B(t) of
equation (4.4) in the form defined in equation(4.2):

B(t)

s
=t

p=0 qTo rlro
L-

*

(2q+1)9!q
ctlcl|
sin (2p rrlct

' \'
t

tDc

(2q + 1) (omt

)

+ 0))

where either the top or bottom signs are selected throughout the expression.
C(t) and D(t) may be found in a similar manner. First consider

6/ = ;2

cosaltf-- cos (a Ta sin (oht', . ..\l
0)I
, Lt
[a 7;.

C(t).

6/ is given by,

Pulses occur only on even n, so

r=

+j

3 { l'

-',(t*r,J

cos (rot,,)]

S . (olna)

--_r-_L

, ^-,--.

....l

For reasons cited earlier, ft t znl,i1O = ,orrn for the Bessel terms or cotn = 2pnn for
the others. $ampling occurs at spacings of 1/f., so tn = n/fc = 2ntdroc. This gives o) =
po)c t 2qcoot for the Bessel terms or c) = pco" for the others.
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The expression for C(t) is now given by:

c(t)=

ii

P=0q=0

+

-2

trnffrp r 2qff)).r* (parct t 2q (comt + O)

"[n*r#]

€

> # sin(pott)

P=0

D(t) has a form almost identical to C(t) except for an opposite sign and a time delay
of nlas. This appears in the carrier term but not in the modulating term and
produces a phase delay of pr. The end effect is for D(t) to have an opposite sign to
C(t) for all even p. The final expression for D(t) is:

I
P=0q=0

+2

oCt)=

,rnffrpt2q9).

"[n*r'ff]

sin (p (olct + n)

+ 2q(ro-t + 0))

+i+

sin (pro.t

+ pr)

P=0
Summing A(t) through to D(t) and redefining p to include only odd values (even
tems of C(t)
O,}.ancel) gives the final form of F(t) as:

T

F(t) =

p=o qTorLro
sin (2p

crtt

+

* (2q+trffl

(2q + 1) (omt

-4

+ 0)
P=0q=0

trnff((2p

+

1)

t

2q&)). .r" ((2p + 1) r,l"t t

"[,ro+1)

2q,(co-t

+ o)

+

2q

o*l

*l

(4.7)

This expression, equation (4.7), gives exact results for all the harmonics. It may be
compared with harmonics calculated by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in
synchronous modes in which ol. is an integer multiple of co6 and this comparison
does show exact equivalence. The advantage of equation (4.7) is that it can be also
be applied to asynchronous PWM waveforms. The expression highlights the fact
that the PWM harmonics occur in combs centered on harmonics of the carrier
frequency.

o

A major advantage

o.f using regularly-sampled modulation techniques is the
inherent suppression of sub-harmonic components fz,LLl. From the analytical
solution for the regularly-sampled asymmetric sinusoidal modulation (equation
(4.7)) it can be seen that as any component's frequency dependent argument tends to
zero the magnitude of the harmonic is negligible since the Jrr(x)/x term tends to zero

as

x diminishes, and so the magnitude of any low frequency subharmonic

components is negligible.

4.4 Space Vector PWM Hamronic Analysis
The method of analysis of the space vector PWM wavefoms proceeds in the same
manner as for the regularly-sampled sine wave detailed in Section 4.3 except that
the original sinusoidal reference waveform is now replaced by the SVM phase
voltage waveform of frgure 4.2 curve (b). From equation (4.1), the space vector
modulating waveform is given by:

Vsvu=a.Isin(0)+A(0)]

(4.8)

where

A(e) is a third harmonic triangle wave distortion component.
Substituting this expression for the modulating waveform (of the previous section)
in equation (4.5) which characterizes the pulse width at t"r:
6tn

-

ffi ["" (e) + a(o) ]

Thus equation (4.6) becomes:

6/'-2'i''
o,

n(otn).sin

fcora/
(sin (0) + ate) 'l

)J

L^.

=zsin(coto.{'i"[;pin(e)].co,[r**#,r,]..{ffi in(e)].sintffi

^,r,]]

Now this expression can be further simplifred using the excellent approximation
that sin[A(0)] = A(0) and coslA(0)l = 7- L2(0)/2. The analysis can proceed without
these approximations, but then the final solution cannot be expressed in closed
form, and as the errors involved here are significantly less than LVo, gjven that the
peak value of A(0) is 0.25, the solution is usable. The A2(0) term requires evaluating
the square of the "triangle" wavefom, which is simply a series of nearly parabolic
arcs and by simple Fourier analysis:

(-1)r
=#."e {s.en
(r+lrro-t,
1

^2(e)

Thus 6In can be simplified to:

6il

. cos (610)

6rn

- 2 sin(cot,r{,i' tffi
+

cos

sin

re)]

[

t - ] (ffif

tffi sin re)] tffi ^(e) ])

^r(0)]
(4.e)

The derivation of the harmonic components now proceeds as detailed earlier
(Section 4.3) as equation (4.9) can be broken down into four tem.s all of similar form
to equation (4.6). Indeed, equation (4.6) is the development of the first term of
equation (4.9).
The analysis of C(t) and D(t) is performed in a similar maruler to that above, and the
resulting expression for the space vector modulated PWM waveform is given as
equation (4.10) in Appendix 4.8.

The first {1} and the eighth t8} terms in the space vector harmonic expression of
equation (4.10) are the solution to the sinusoidal modulating waveform (equation
(4.1D as would be expected, given that the space vector phase voltage is a sinusoid
with added third harmonic triangle wave distortion (equation (4.8)). The remaining
13 terms are due to the presence of the triangle wave distortion added to the
modulating waveform.
4.5 ExperimentalVerifrcation of F[ryM

Spectra

The analyticd expression for the space vector PWM spectra (equation (4.10)) was
validated by comparing the analytically calculated results with both experimental
measurements and, for s5rnchronous cases, by DEI analysis. The experimental
work was performed using a three phase transistorized inverter controlled by a
single Intel 8031 rnicroprocessor which generates the PWM switching waveforms
in real time.

The voltage spectra shown in frgures 4.5 and 4.6 compare the space vector
modulation analytical spectra, given by equation (4.10), with actual experimental
inverter output spectra for an asynchronous (fc = 800H2, f- = 30Hz) and a
synchronous (f"/f- = 21) modulation strategy respectively. As shown in figures 4.5
and 4.6 there is an excellent agreement between the expected harmonic magnitudes

and the experimentally determined ones. (Note that in figure 4.5 the coynynon
mode components at frequencies (pots t 3n<o-) which are not "seen" in the line-toline voltages have been eliminated to reduce the complexity of the diagrattt, whereas
figure 4.6 shows all the harmonics). The errors shown are coulmensurate with

@

our inverter accuracy whereby all switching times are to but the nearest

0.5

microseconds.

From a more aesthetic point of view the space vector spectra are similar to those of
sinusoidal PWM with added third hamonic sinusoidal distortion [12]; relative to
sinusoidal modulation the components at frequenci€s (Ds t 4co6 are increased, the
components at Oc * 2com are decreased while the components at 214,s t oto, are
slightly increased. This result is not surprising since the added triangle wave
distortion is itself similar to the added third harmonic distortion in the previous
study.
Compared to the sinusoidal case a feature of the space vector spectra is the presence
of relatively significant harmonics between the main combs. These harmonics are
predominantly due to tems {3-7 and 11-15} in equation (4.10). These tems contain
6rot11 and (2r + 1)3tom frequency coefficients which allow a harmonic of relatively

large magnitude to occur a large spectral distance from

its expected centre

frequency.

The space vector analytical harmonic expression (equation (4.10)) appears a little
'user unfriendly' however in practice the evaluation of a particular harmonic
magnitude is a simple case of selecting the p,q,r coefficients in equation (4.10)
appropriate to that particular harmonic frequency and then adding those individual
components vectorially. The vectorial addition causes the hamonic magnitudes to
be dependent on the phase angle Q. Ttris phenomenon has also been obsen'ed for
the third harmonic sinusoidal distortion case by Boys and Walton [12J who showed
that the total harmonic distortion of a PWM waveform can be reduced by the
selection of an optimum phase angle Q.

Both of the spectra presented in figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the PWM harmonics
clustered in combs around harmonics of the carrier frequency oc. In the
as5mchronous case of figure 4.5, the non-integer carrier to modulating frequency
ratio (ro./rom) results in each harmonic comb being largely independent of adjacent
combs as the frequencies of their harmonic components do not coincide.
Alternatively, in a s5mchronous stratery $'ith @c/olm an integer ratio (figure 4.6) two
or more components from different combs can occur at the same frequency and are
summed vectorially. This independence of the harmonic combs is related to the
constituent components (B(t), C(t) and D(t)) of the PWM waveform F(t) of figure 4.4
as wavefonn B(t) produces harmonic combs centered at even (2p) harmonics of ro.
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(tems [1-7] in equation (4.10)) while components C(t) and D(t) produce the hamonic
combs centered about odd (2p + 1) harmonics of co. (terms t8-15) in equation(4.l0)).
Similar to the regularly sampled asymmetrical sinusoidal PWM of equation (4.7),
the expression for the space vector hamonics, equation (4.10), contains Jn(x)/x and
Jrr(x).xzlx teru.s in which the x argument is a frequency dependent term. Thus as
x diminishes and n increases the high order Bessel functions tend to zeto at a faster
rate than x resulting in an inherent suppression of low frequency subharmonic
components

in

space vector PWM waveforms.

4.6 Significance of the PWM'A B C D' Constituent Waveforms

The basis of the harmonic analysis technique presented in this Chapter is the
decomposition of a general regularly sampled PWM waveform, F(t), into four
constituent waveforms; A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) of figure 4.4. Exarnination of these
waveforms shows that:
. A(t) is a common mode component and can be ignored in a 3Q system,
. B(t) is a train of pulses with sinusoidally varying pulsewidths and can be
considered the "useful" PWM component as it embodies the desired
fundamental frequency component,
. C(t) and D(t) merely exist as products of the PWM process, but do not senre
any useful function in terms of contributing to the desired fundamental
frequency component.
As mentioned previously, the B(t) harmonics occur as combs centered on even
multiples of the PWM carrier frequency while the C(t) and D(t) harmonics occur on
the odd multiples. This is illustrated in figure 4.7 where the harmonics for a
sinusoidal triangulation modulator (equation (4.1)) are shown.
Obviously there are definite advantages to be gained in only producing waveform
B(t) instead of waveform F(t), although the generation of B(t) necessitates the use of
a three level PWM modulator (+1,0,-1) rather than the common two level (+1,-1)
modulator. However the advantage of generating B(t) alone is that the first
ham.onic comb is now centered on twice the carrier frequency, rather than the first
multiple (figure 4.7), with a consequent reduction in motor harmonic copper loss.
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Two three level inverter topologies are shown in figure 4.g. Figure 4.g(a)
depicts a
neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter t1B-161 which is used in very high power

applications; the use of a center-tapped DC bus reduces the blocking voltage
requirements of the power setniconductor switches, auowing
-g.SkV DC bus
voltages when GTO's are utilized. The output voltages of a NPC inverter are +E,
0
and -E. Alternatively figure 4.8G) depicts a three level inverter using an 'H-bridge'
inverter circuit for each phase. While this circuit requires 6 wires connecting the
inverter and motor (2/phase), it produces phase output voltages of +2E, 0 and -2E.
This double voltage output would have advantages in running a four pole motor,
fully fluxed, at twice rated speed equivalent to the rated speed of a two pole motor.
g7

Additionally, the H-bridge inverter does not suffer from the "bus balance" problem
of the NPC inverter; in an NPC inverter the DC bus neutral point potential will vary
(significantly) if the bus capacitors are unevenly charged/discharged in the course
of generating the required motor voltage and current waveforms.
While research into the modulation strategies of three level inverters is beyond the
scope of this Thesis, figure 4.9 illustrating the output voltage vector diagram from a
three level PWM inverter has been included for comparison with the common two
level inverter output vector locus of figure 4.1.

The advantage of generating B(t) alone is the reduction in low frequency PWM
harmonics. Figure 4.10 compares the loss factors (equation (2.1)) of the B(t) and F(t)
waveforms versus sinewave amplitude. As expected the B(t) waveform has a
considerably lower loss factor than ttrat of F(t) over the majority of the fundamental
amplitude range. This advantage, coupled with the added output voltages
attainable, must be balanced by the fact that three level inverters require twice the
number of power switching devices than traditional two level inverters. Thus three
level inverters are predominantly the domain of high power drives [13] with the
remainder of drives applications being satisfied by two level inverters.

'l

'l
ldofCIM

Fig

4&

Three leuel inverter topologies (per phase representation slwwn)
(a) neutrol point elnmped inuerter,
(b) 30 H-bridge inuerter.
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4.7 Sumrnar5r

To analyze space vector PWM waveforms a technique has been developed for
decomposing a general regularly-sampled asymmetric PWM waveform into
slmmetrical components, the spectra of which can be more easily determined. The
analysis technique is easily extended to encompass the additional harmonic terms
present in space vector PWM waveforms. The hamonic spectra calculated in this
@

way show excellent agreement with spectra calculated by discrete Fourier
transfom and show close agreement with experimentally determined spectra.
The analysis technique presented here for both sinusoidal and space vector PWM is
also applicable to any pulse pattern where the width and position of a pulse at a
regularly sampled time !n can be expressed in tems of the value tn. The method
involves reducing asymmetrical pulses to combinations of s5mmetrical ones and
proceeding from there. The limits of accuracy are the limits where the
mathematical description of the pulse no longer corresponds to the actual pulse
formed. Thus for the sinusoidal case the method is accurate for 0 < a < 1 whereas
the space vector expression is accurate for 0 < <A

"

'/5'

An important result which can be drawn from the space vector analytical harmonic
expression is that space vector modulation does not generate subharmonic
components - provided the modulation depth is within the valid range. Ttre absence
of subharmonics arises because all the terms in the analytical expression contain
Jrr(x)/x terrrs, in which x is a frequency dependent argument, and as x diminishes
the magnitude of Jrr(x) tends to zeto faster than x which results in the inherent
suppression of subharmonic components.
Conceptually, space vector modulation can be thought of as equivalent to adding
third harmonic "triangle" wave distortion to a traditional sinusoidal modulator hence the similarity between space vector modulation spectra and that obtained
when adding third harmonic sinusoidal distortion. In the case of s5mchronous
modulation strategies in which the carrier to modulation frequency ratio (olclcom) is
an integer it may be more efficient to compute the PWM spectra by taking the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a PWM waveform generated by regular
asymmetrical sampling of the "conceptual" space vector modulating waveform.
However, for asynchronous modulation strategies the DFT requires many cycles of
the PWM waveform to be evaluated in order to obtain an approximation to the exact
spectra whereas the analytical expression is still valid for the asynchronous case.
Besides being an integral part of the proposed harmonic analysis technique, the
decomposition of a general PWM wavefom into its constituent components provides
insight into how inverter drive waveform modulation can be improved. For the two
level PWM waveforms analyzed in this Chapter, it was shown that these waveforms
can be decomposed into a series of constituent components comprising a "useful"
component B(t) - which embodies the desired fundamental frequency waveform -

?0

plus other unwanted components inherently generated in the modulation process.
Generation of waveform B(t) alone can be achieved with a three level inverter,
producing a superior waveform to the two level case, although the added ssrnplexity
of a three level inverter has constrained the cornrnercial usage of this technique to
very high power AC drives.
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49 Appendioes to Chapter 4
Appendir 4.4
Equation (4.2) nray be written with s5mmetrical limits as:
+T

a I

r-

2x J sin(orot * O) . sin(ort). dt
+tr
af.\.r,\r,af
cos . sin(roet) . sin(ot) . dt + :zr
N

= n J

Q

+tr

J
-l

sin 0 . cos(coot ) . sin(rot) . dt

the second term is an "odd" function which is zero with the new limits while the
first term may be integrated to give:

a
f sin(ol - o)o)T sin(co + oo)T I
= t'cosq'L (.-.")" - (r.rJt j
For large t only the first tern is important so that
hm
tt = a
Z-cosd T+oo fsin(or-olo)tl
L (ot_o)olT J

r-

For
by:

(l)

rt

oro

f is clearly zero for T +oo but for G) = c)o the lirnit as ol tends to olo is given

I = fr.cosq ,9 [t]

and therefore

I-a= 7.cosQ

In the analysis only positive time is considered as the PWM wavefoms are causal.

T2

AppndisAB
The complete closed form expression describing the space vector PWM (phase)
voltage harmonics is given below. In a 3 wire system the added triplen components
of the triangle waveform are common mode and so do not exist in the line
waveforms.
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